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We warmly thank the anonymous referee 1 for the time spent during the thorough revision of the article. Also, we would like to thank the referee 1 for the depth and detailed
feedback and constructive comments on the study. We believe that the incorporation
of the suggestions and recommendations from referee 1 will result in a better version
of the article.
In the following lines, we explain our reply with an “R:” after the “Referee comment”.
Text that we suggest can change or be added to the article appear in underlined italics
and the paragraph in quotes, according with recommendations of referee.
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—————————–point by point response——————————
“Referee comment 1”: 1. The problematic approached in the study is actual and has
interest concerning the development of 21st century skills in young learners through
their involvement in STEM activities.
“Response 1”: First, we warmly thank the reviewer for this opinion. This is the reason
that triggered our interest and work on the topic. We are convinced of the necessity to
make available results from research projects to the younger members of society.
“Referee comment 2”: 2. The paper presents an innovative didactic model (OH-Kids)
to approach the water cycle and the urban water cycle. The didactic model has many
hands-on and minds-on activities. It has also an interesting approach to engage primary school students in science and the scientists work. All major STEM components
are present in the activity. However, the activity was not organized in a STEM cycle,
but only in a linear and sequencial way. It is also not clear how SM components are
linked in an interdisciplinary way.
“Response 2”: The comment about the organization of activity cycle will be answered
in the “Response 3-3”. About the SM components, we have given a great effort on
explaining that mathematical concepts are linked with water science in an interdisciplinary context during OH-Kids activities. For example, when we tackle the concept
of measuring precipitation we teach the units of measurement and unit conversion of
length, area and volume, with the objective that pupils comprehend the significance of
large rainfall quantities in an urban area. Also, in the disdrometer activity the rain data
is displayed as graphs and the pupils learn how to interpret these results and the importance that this is within the water science discipline. In order to incorporate a better
explanation of the integration of SM components in the activities, we suggest some
changes and new phrases in the paragraph L 173 and lines L 325-326 and L 330:
L 173:
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“The activities workshop starts with a short talk introducing a real-time rainfall monitoring system at urban scale and concepts related to water science (i.e.
water footprint, hydrological cycle, cloud and precipitation formation, etc.), highlighting the integration of mathematics and technology concepts (i.e.
instrumentation and measurement of precipitation, etc.).
This
mini talk accentuates the importance of water for the planet, the cities, and
their own lives.
One important topic that is addressed are units of measurement
and unit conversion with the objective that pupils comprehend the significance of large
rainfall quantities in an urban area.”
L 325-326:
“The numerical information is immediately displayed through graphs in a screen minute
by minute.”
L 330 (before “. . .spray bottle.” And after “After the. . .”):
“The OH team encourage pupils to interpret the information measured and displayed as
graphs, therefore obtaining the sensibility to distinguish the difference between small and
large rainfall quantities and that the rain drops don’t have the same size.”
“Referee comment 3”: (here we separate the comments in three parts (identified by
“3-X”) to better comprehend)
“3-1”: The work should present the research question that oriented the study.
“Response 3-1”: Thank you for your comments and suggestions. With regards to the
research question, this study was motivated by the following question: “Is it possible
to enhance learning experiences of STEM disciplines for students (age 6-12), using
a water resource research project and different pedagogical strategies?”. In order to
attend the recommendation, we will add a new phrase in the initial of paragraph L 68
that talks about the objective (introduction):
L 68 (before “This study. . .”):
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“Within this context, the research question that motivates this study is: “Is it possible to
enhance learning experiences of STEM disciplines for students (age 6-12), using a water
resource research project and different pedagogical strategies?”.”
“3-2”: The model OH-Kids reached a reasonable amount of 6-12y old students.
Though, one major weakness of this work is the questionnaire applied to the students.
The questionnaire applied before and after the workshops does not measure the knowledge of the students, but only their perceptions. This is a major limitation of this study
and should be referred.
“Response 3-2”: Regarding the questionnaire, we agree with your comment, this is a
major limitation of our study. Really, the questionnaire developed and applied during
the workshop doesn’t permit us to verify the knowledge of the pupils. This point already has been discussed by our team and for future workshops we are considering
on incorporating other methodology of evaluation. To emphasize this, we suggest to
reorganize the paragraphs between L 476-482 and add a new phrase:
L 476-482:
“The results from the OH-Kids workshop in a sample of 344 students (6-12 yearolds) show that the activities and applied techniques of the workshop provided
apparent changes in the initial perceptions of some students about concepts
and ideas referring to science and scientists. Furthermore, the results suggest
that including different ways of communicating concepts related to STEM disciplines broadens students’ interest and motivation.
This was shown by the
comparison of answers between the diagnostic and final evaluation questionnaires.
It’s important to emphasize that one of the limitations of this study is related
to the workshops method of evaluation, because it does not allow to measure changes in
the knowledge about the themes covered.”
“3-3”: Concerning the didactical sequence of the OH-Kids activities, what was the
framework that organized it? I kindly suggest that the authors read: Pedaste, M.,
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Mäeots, M., Siiman, L. A, Jong, T. de, Riesen, S. A. N. van, Kamp, E. T., Manoli, C. C.,
Zacharia, Z. C., Tsourlidaki, E. (2015). Phases of inquiry-based learning: definitions
and the inquiry cycle. Educational Research Review, 14, 47-61.
“Response 3-3”: Concerning the sequence of the activities, the circuit of OH-Kids
model activities is based on a constructivist pedagogy, sociocultural theory of Vygotsky and principles of different learning strategies, for example discovery, experiential,
game-based learning; offering pupils a multi-sensory learning experience. In this context, our model is not organized in one specific learning cycle for STEM, for example
Kolb’s cycle or inquiry cycle; but instead we used fragments of the learning strategies
mentioned above. The OH-Kids model is a didactic strategy for outreach of a project
which involves STEM disciplines in a real-life problem: rainfall monitoring in urban area,
that is, the students are not instructed to solve a real-life problem. In order to make this
more explicit we will add more details in the paragraph L 97:
L 97:
“The
OH-Kids
outreach
model
comprises
a
collaborative
and
effective
researcher-educator-learner
communication
strategy
built
around
constructivist pedagogy, sociocultural theory
and principles of engagement, guided discovery, experiential and game-based learning
- to encourage STEM subject uptake.”
“Referee comment 4”: 4. The results of this study are correct when it is mentioned
that this work has the advantage to present a real collaboration between a scientific
institution and primary school students. Though, this study lack stronger evidence that
the students learn concepts and processes related to the water cycle and other related
concepts.
“Response 4”: How we mentioned in the “Response 3”, unfortunately, the evaluation
method used in this study does not provide evidence that students really learned the
concepts, but only indicate changes in perceptions about these topics.
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“Referee comment 5”: 5. The authors gave proper credit to related work.
“Response 5”: Thank you for your comment.
“Referee comment 6”: 6. The title is clear; however, I suggest that the expression (OHkids) should appear this way: “An innovative STEM outreach model (OH-Kids) to foster
the next generation of 2 geoscientists, engineers, and technologists”
“Response 6”: We agree with your recommendation. In the new version of this we have
edited the title as suggested.
“Referee comment 7”: 7. The authors mentioned in the abstract that this study was designed to empower educators. However, it’s not clear how this study has accomplished
that because it is focused in 6-12y students and not in the formation of the educators.
“Response 7”: We agree that this study does not focus on the formation of the educators. When we mentioned ‘empower educators’, the intention was to awaken them
to new strategies for teaching STEM disciplines, since they are spectators of the activities, how we mentioned in L 127-128. In this sense, we considered important to
remove the words “educators and” in the text lines L 14 and L 70:
L 13-15:
“To address this need, an outreach model entitled OH-Kids was designed to
empower pupils through the development of high-quality STEM learning experiences
based on a research project.”
L 70:
“. . . to empower pupils through the development of STEM learning experiences focused on water resources and based on a research project.”
“Referee comment 8”: (here we separate the comments in three parts (identified by
“8-X”) to better comprehend)
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“8-1”: The objectives of the OH-Kids model are very clear, however, the goals of the
study (68-71) are not clear yet. The focus of the study is on engaging students, teachers, or both in STEM trough the outreach model OH-kids? How the “positive effects”
are going to be measured? That should be express in form of a goal.
“Response 8-1”: We would like to warmly thank the referee for the observations about
the objectives and activities. Following the referee’s comments, we suggest to edit the
objectives of this study that appear in paragraph L 68 (remember that following your
comment 3 we proposed to include a research question in line L 68):
L 68:
“Therefore, this study demonstrates an innovative teaching strategy via the outreach model
entitled OH-Kids created
to
empower
pupils
through
the
development
of
STEM
learning
experiences
focused
on
water
resources
and
based
on
a
research
project.
Furthermore, the
study presents the results of its application in schools of Mexico City.”
“8-2”: Concerning the section “2. OH-Kids: a STEM outreach model”, I suggest that
table 3 and the sequence of OH-Kids should be presented early, after 41-42 lines.
“Response 8-2”: With regards to the location of Table 3 and Figure 1 in item 2, we agree
with your suggestion. In order to attend it, we suggest that the Table 3 and Figure 1 are
moved to line 143 and some changes in text: add “(Table 3)” in line L 137, move the
phrase “Figure 1 illustrates. . .” of the line L 192 to L 142 and add “(as shown in Figure
1)” in line L 189. Here we show the paragraphs L 137 and L 186 with these changes:
L 137:
“The model is akin to a workshop and includes two types of activities (Table 3).
The first one is related to traditional academic strategies: a short lecture that explains the real-world problem and associated concepts. The second one consists of interactive and ludic activities that are implemented within the classC7

room as didactic tools for teaching the STEM disciplines involved in water resources. All activities are organised in a circuit that enables the alternation of
an academic activity with one of a more ludic nature, which can be considered
as one of the innovations of this outreach model. Figure 1 illustrates a flow chart
of the order of activities during the OH-Kids workshop.”
L 186:
“The whole circuit comprises a range of interactive and ludic activities of short duration (15 minutes), which are shown as shaded cells in Table 3. These activities are
performed simultaneously by each student subgroup, which alternates between different activities every 15 minutes (as shown in Figure 1). These activities incorporate the
work of a facilitator per activity, who supports students who are not willing or able to
participate without help. Once all the smaller groups have completed the five activities,
the students are regrouped into one plenary session to conclude the workshop and
apply the final evaluation questionnaire.”
“8-3”: These questions should also be clarified: The activities where elaborated by the
team or adapted from elsewhere? What is the constitution of the scientific project team
that developed the activities?
“Response 8-3”: Some activities were elaborated by team members (meet a real disdrometer and urban physic model) but others were just adapted (bingo, memory game,
Hidro-thon) to teach water science, engineer and technology topics. Regarding the
constitution of the scientific project team, consist of a multidisciplinary team with civil,
electronic and environmental engineers, biology, physics and educators; making the
activities to have a systemic view. To clarify the question about the creation/adaptation
of activities and scientific project team we will change in the text lines L 166-168 and L
202-206:
L 163-168:
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“The activities are applied by the multidisciplinary scientific project team that comprise civil,
electronic and environmental engineers, biology, physics and educators;
however,
teachers are also encouraged to work with the team to encourage active pupil
participation.”
L 202-206:
“The five activities of the circuit were developed considering visual and tactile
stimuli, as well as observation, attention, memory and concentration. In addition, they were put together to reinforce the concepts introduced in the initial
talk and to spark interest in STEM disciplines, using evidence and demonstrations from the research project as a basis (Renninger and Su, 2012).
It’s important to mention that some activities were adapted (water bingo, memory
games, Hydro-thon) and others elaborated (meet a real optical disdrometer, urban water
physical model) by team.”
“8-4”: The activities are related with the science curriculum of Mexico?
“Response 8-4”: Regarding the science curriculum of Mexico, the public education
program mentions ‘natural science and technology’, as part of the primary education
curriculum and where it includes themes about the water cycle. However, in general,
schools teach only basics concepts without a current overview and relationship with
STEM. In this sense, the content of all activities of the OH-Kids model are related with
the science curriculum of Mexico and additionally we include more advanced concepts
of water science linked to STEM. In Mexico and Latin America, the topics of STEM require a higher positioning within the educational curriculum to enhance positive effects
on the attitude of students towards these disciplines. This is the current challenge.
Although, recently the Mexican public education program has stimulated the use of
principles of the scientific method for certain activities, for example the exploration.
This scenario is one of the reasons that motivated us to bring new activities for primary
education.
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“8-5”: Concerning the section “2.1. Water bingo and memory games”, it should be
clarified if the cards are organized in themes, as the hydro-thon game.
“Response 8-5”: To attend your suggestion about the themes of the water bingo and
memory games, we suggest to edit the phrases in L 228-232:
L 228-232 (after “. . .for the game.”)
“Every image represents a term in relation to one of following topics: 1. concepts of
hydrology (i.e.: water cycle, hyetograph, type of precipitation), 2. meteorology concepts (i.e.:
hurricane, floods, climate change), 3. technological terms (i.e.: solar panel, weather radar,
raspberry pi) and 4. names of OH stations.”
“8-6”: In relation to the section “2.2. Urban water physical model” and figure 4., It could
help the interpretation of the figure if the parts of the model were captioned.
“Response 8-6”: Additionally, as suggested we propose to include more details about
the parts of the physical model in the title of the Figure 4 L 272 and specify the corresponding parts of the Figure 4 in the text L 260:
L 272:
“Figure
4.
Details
of
the
urban
water
physical
model
constructed
for
the
OH-Kids
workshop
(a – glass case with representation of small-scaled city; b – urban drainage system and c –
rainfall simulator).”
L 260 (here we show the complete phrase L 258-260):
“Our physical model consists of a small-scaled city within a glass case, a miniature
urban drainage, and rainfall simulator (Figure 4 – a, b and c, respectively).”
“8-7”: Add some affirmations of the students concerning their argumentation about
causes and consequences of floods could help to present evidences about their interest about science.
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“Response 8-7”: With regards to the students’ interest about science during the physical model activity, we have made an effort to provide a better evidence. In order to
attend your suggestion we will add a new phrase in L 280:
L 280 (after “. . .and justification (Sheldrake et al., 2017).”
response. . .”):

and before “The

“The pupils were impressed to find out what a drainage system is, how it works and how
important it is, they also argued a lot about the importance of throwing the garbage in the
right place and the danger of walking on the street when rain is very strong.”
8-8”: About the section “2.5 Water and technology quiz”, what application was used
to deliver the quiz? The quiz was answered by each student individually or in small
groups?
“Response 8-8”: The last point is associated with the application used to deliver the
quiz and the number of participants. As pointed out there is a lack of information and
in order to include it we propose to add new information in the lines L 368-372:
L 368-372
“This
game
is
displayed
in
an
interactive
monitor
through a presentation editor software, and consist of ten questions about water
and technology. Players need to answer the quiz sequentially and a point is given
for each correct answer. The quiz can be played individually or in pairs (as we apply).
Considering the learning process, this game replicates an exam-like situation, but
in an interactive setting. Figure 9 shows a group of students playing the quiz game
during one of our workshops.”
“Referee comment 9”: 9. The language is clear and precise.
“Response 9”: Thank you very much for your comment.
“Referee comment 10”:10. The work presents in p.5 a reference to an OECD study
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from 2016. This study was not in the references, but only “OCDE (2015)”. The authors
use a quite old work of Bacon (1987) to approach gamification. There are many other
contemporary works about this issue that could be addressed.
“Response 10”: Thanks for pointing this out. We checked the OECD reference and
the title corresponds to ‘PISA 2015 results (Volume I)’. Following the references format
used in the manuscript, the publish year appears at the end of the phrase (in this case
2016). In order to attend your recommendation about the contemporary reference, we
suggest incorporating another author that speaks about the same topic (Bochennek et
al., (2007)) and for it we propose to rephrase the sentence in L 365-368 as follows:
L 365-368
“In agreement with Bochennek et al., (2007) games could be seen as experiential learning
cycles in that they repeat learning stages in each game turn or every game played. In this
context, the authors mention that games can be classified in various model stages according
to the different learning processes involved. The quiz developed for our workshop may be
categorised as a two-stage model (Bochennek et al. (2007) based on Bacon (1987)), where
experience is followed by reflection.”
“Bochennek, K., Wittekindt, B., Zimmermann, S. Y., Klingebiel, T.: More than mere games:
a review of card and board games for medical education, Medical Teacher, 29:9-10, 941948, DOI: 10.1080/01421590701749813, 2007.”
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